NORTHKIN SCENARIO 3

TROPHY KILL
The hunters stood on the glacier, each band of champions born from
a different kriel. When tales of the great beast had reached them—an
enormous and invincible monster destroying whole kriels and consuming
all kin within—these champions had come forth. Each desired the honor
of felling the mighty creature, and now, finally, it was time.

by Will Pagani

One scarred champion stepped forward, raised a horn to his lips, and
let loose a low, mournful note that carried on the mountain gale. or a
moment there was nothing but the horn’s fading echo and the wailing
of the wind. Then the glacier trembled and cracked, and from a deep
crevasse the monster’s form emerged.

When the Monster takes damage, always apply all damage to
column one. Do not use the normal rules for crippled aspects.
Instead, when the Monster’s Mind is crippled, it gains an
additional die on all attack rolls; when its Body is crippled, it
gains an additional die on all damage rolls; and when its Spirit
is crippled, after performing all its initial attacks as described
below, the Monster immediately performs a sweep power
attack in each of its firing arcs. The first time the Monster would
become disabled, all damage is removed from it regardless of
any effect that would prevent this, but all its aspects are still
considered to be crippled.

Amid the battle cries of a half-do en kriels, the hunters ran forth to
glory—or to death.

The Beast Slumbers: If the Monster is undamaged, it does not
activate during the first round.

Gameplay Overview

Erratic Behavior: At the end of each player’s turn, the Monster
activates and then behaves according to the following rules. At
the start of its activation, it automatically shakes all effects that
can be shaken and ignores all effects that would cause it to forfeit
its Normal Movement or Combat Action. The Monster then turns
in place to find a foe. Use the deviation template to determine the
Monster’s new facing. Before rolling, direction 1 on the template
should point in the direction the monster is facing.

A monstrous creature has been terrorizing the area, and the most
skillful hunters have banded together to destroy it. Players take
on the role of these hunting parties. Only by cooperating and
combining their efforts will any survive to tell the tale!

Setup
Use any gargantuan model to represent the Monster. Place the
Monster in the center of the table, then place up to fourteen pieces
of terrain on the table, using only forests, Snow Banks, Frozen
Lakes, and Crevasses. No terrain can be placed within 6˝ of the
Monster or within 3˝ of another terrain feature.

Army Composition
Up to four players can take part in this cooperative scenario. Each
player builds a 25-point army without using warcasters, warlocks,
warjacks, warbeasts, structures, battle engines, weapon crews, or
cavalry models. All models except the Monster are considered
friendly to each other.

Deployment
Players roll to determine the order of play. Starting with the first
player, each player chooses a corner of the table and deploys
within 10˝ of that corner. Models in this scenario lose Advance
Deployment
and the Ambush special rule.

Special Rules
The Monster: The Monster is not controlled by any player. At the
end of each round, the Monster moves and attacks as described
below. The Monster is not affected by continuous effects and
cannot be targeted by free strikes. The Monster ignores all terrain
features’ special rules and can draw LOS through forests. If the
Monster ever has to make an action that is not covered by the
rules below and there are multiple ways to resolve the action,
the players should resolve the action in the way that is most
detrimental to them.

After changing its facing, the Monster immediately charges
directly toward the closest model in its LOS. If the charge fails,
instead of ending its activation immediately, the Monster makes
initial ranged attacks with all its ranged weapons targeting the
closest model in its LOS and within the appropriate firing arc
for each ranged weapon, then its activation ends. The Monster
cannot voluntarily stop its movement before contacting its
charge target. If the charge is successful, after the charge attack
is resolved the Monster makes the rest of its initial melee attacks
targeting models chosen by the player that last damaged it. If the
Monster has not yet taken damage, randomly determine which
models it targets.
If there are no eligible models to charge, the Monster advances
directly toward the closest model in its LOS, then makes all its
initial melee attacks using the targeting rules above. If there
are no models in its LOS, the Monster advances directly toward
the closest enemy model, then makes all its initial melee attacks
using the targeting rules above. If the Monster has no models
in its melee range after these movements, it makes all its initial
ranged attacks using the targeting rules above.
Don’t Poke the Monster: If the Monster suffers 10 or more
damage points from a single attack, immediately after the attack
is resolved the Monster performs a trample power attack. It
tramples directly toward the attacking model. It advances as far
as necessary to move completely past the attacking model and
continues to move until it has performed a legal trample. This
means it can trample farther than the normal SPD + 3˝. The
Monster does not stop its trample movement when it contacts a
model with a medium or larger base.

Victory Conditions
The players win if the Monster is destroyed or removed from play.

